Instructions on the Electronic Discussion Forum

Purpose: The Internet discussion forum for *Chaucer’s Women* is designed to provide an additional opportunity for scholarly exchange, especially discussion of interesting secondary material we don’t have time to treat in class. The benefit here is that your thought processes do not happen in a vacuum, as everyone receives everyone else’s responses and can respond to individual opinions, if so desired.

Format: Students read the essay(s) assigned for the week, paying particular attention to content, methodology, and argument. Don’t be afraid to critique a certain approach or methodology. Then write a response to the article—half-page minimum recommended—and distribute it to the discussion list. I will keep a record of every student’s submission for evaluation purposes. Ideally, contributions should elicit responses and discussion from the other group members. Contributions should be submitted to the list no later than Sunday (unfortunately).

Procedure: All of you are currently signed up for the list. To send a message to the list, use the following address.

CRISEYDE-L@UNM.EDU

Readings

You can find the texts on E-Reserve [http://ereserves.unm.edu/courseindex.asp](http://ereserves.unm.edu/courseindex.asp). Follow the instructions. The password for our class is “lobo581”

2.7.2005 _RR_ (you are not obligated to read it, but it is here FYI)


2.14.2005 _PF_


OR this if Kordecki does not come in from ILL in time


2.28.2005 _T & C_


3.7.2005 T & C


3.21.2005 T & C


3.28.2005 T & C


4.4.2005 LGW (read two out of three)


4.11.2005 Fabliaux

4.18.2005 Virgins


4.25.2005 Wife and Clerk